There are two nays which have lead us to investigations presented in this paper. First, W. Szmielew has proposed in [4] an axiom system for Euclidean (desarguesian) geometry formulated in language with three primitive notions: parallelity of segments II, midpoint operation © and orthonormal ("equiorthogonal") base 0« The geometry was considered as a theory containing an affine plane geometry. Several axioms were proposed to describe properties of the base and two axioms which link together parallel!ty and base. It seems interesting what exactly describe axioms which do not refer to affine structure and the answer to this question will be discussed in the paper. The second approach originates in investigations on geometrical transformation groups. On the Suclidean plane one can consider the group G generated by rotations on 3T/2. Its elements can be characterized as transformations which map every segment onto congruent one and, moreover, parallel or orthogonal to the given (similar construction has been discussed in [2]). It's seen that involutions in such groups are exactly all central symmetries and the square of every non-involution, non-translation is a rotation on r. It is easy to define the midpoint operation and the base with the help of G now:
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We describe such groups in an abstract way and show their connections with affine-free part of Szmielew f s system.
As a convenient tool to link together these two approaohes we consider abelian two-divisible groups with anti-involutory automorphism. They can be thought of as groups of vectoreither, abstractly, over a penoil (comp. [3] ) or as translations on q plane (comp.
[4])* Basic notions and definitions Let V = <V;O f + f co>be an algebra. We say it is a 0-group provided it satisfies (0) <Vj 0,+,> is a uniquely two-divisible abelian group A group 6 will be called a quadratic group iff it satisfies
Given a quadratic group G we define TT(GJ := {a e G : a 2 = Va}, The third system we shall consider is a pure geometrical system based on the following axioms:
The theory based on the axioms above will be denoted by SEB. The axiom system is a modification of Szmielew's affine-free system for midpoint algebra and base (see [4] ). Intuitively one can think 0(a,bfc) means that ab,ac are orthogonal and congruent. In the sequel we shall show that, in a sense these three systems are equivalent. Usually easy analytical proofs will be omitted as well as obvious properties of discussed structures (like w(x)=xvco(x) = -x -*x = 0 in O-groups).
-687 -G. Lewandowski • Therefore we knew a quadratic gromp G oan be considered as a transformation group of some set V (or rather some group V). One can notice that H(T) oan be defined in a more geometrical fashion. Proof. Denote for short the right-hand set b^ U. Obviously H(V)s U. Moreover H(V) is 2-transitive: if ab s cd then there is f in H(T) with f(a)=c, f(b)=d. It suffices now to prove that U is 2-rigid. Kotice first that « is definable in terms of m . We put P(abcd) : <=> ab m od A ae * bd A ~ ad * be and next
ab =# cd 4=> ( 3 pqJ [P(abpq) AP(edpu)] v (a-bA c-d).
Therefore ® , 0 are definable too, thus they should be preserved by elements of U. In particular if <peU, <p(0) 4 0 then for any u,v c V <p(u+v) = <p(u)+<ptv). Assume moreover (p(e)se, e/0. Then we must have cp(e+u) » e-Kp(u) and Oe+u = s Oe+cp(u), for all u. From this we calculate cp = id.« This shows another meaning of quadratic groups -they are groups of formal isometries of the congruence defined in B(V).
How we pass to geometrical system S6B. At the beginning we note without proof a simple Theorem 4« If V is a 0-group then B(V) is a model of SEB.
•
We are going to prove that any model of S5B is B(V) for some V. Piz some <S, © ,0> model of SBB.
First we see that axioms on midpoint enables us to define over S vectors so as S oan be considered as a universe of r , some abelian two-divisible group <S f + t 0'> in which a © b • ' = c <=> c+o = a+b holds (oomp.
[4])* This it only remains to construct an appropriate automorphism u.
Take some p^O and find p with 0{opp). For arbitrary * consider x., ,x 2 such that 0(» t x,x.,J, 0(<*,x,x 2 ) t Then we have x^ = -x 2 and either 0(o,p+x,p+x.j) or 0(o,p+x,p+x 2 ) (from B5). It's impossible to realise both possibilities, since then either p+x 1 = p+x 2 or p+x 1 --ip+x 2 ) (by B3). We put w(x) « x^ if Ofo.p+x^x^)« Clearly from this we obtain 0(o,x,u(xj)* Finally we put co(o) «». Then we obtain 0(o,q-p,q-p+2x.j) or 0( o^-pjij+p+XgrXg)» tke second gives p = 0. The first leads to 0(o,q,q-p+2x 1 +p) or 0(o,q,q-p+2x 1 -p). Analogous further calculations prove contradiction.A Vow let z = p+x, denote z^ = p+to(x), x^ = <o(x). Of course O(o t z,z^). We want to prove u(z) = z^, to do so we must show O(o,p+z,p+z.,). Assume contrary O(o,p+z,p-z.j). This gives 0{o,2p+2x,p-z 1 +x 1 ) or 0{o,2p+2x,q-z 1 -x 1 ) (notice, that O(o,u,w) gives in virtue of B7 0(o,2u,2w) and conversely). It is impossible, so finally wlp+x) = co(p)+co(x). This together with the remark above proves in general u(x+y) = co(x)+u(y). A structure A is a model of SSB iff A = B(G) for some quadratic group G.a Theorem 8. Every quadratic group is isomorphic to the group of formal isonetriea of the congruence defined by («) over some model of SSB.
• Now we see that while midpoint algebras correspond to abelian uniquely two-divisible groups (more geometricaly to groups of vectors or families of central symmetries), abstract, affine free systems of orthonormal bases correspond to such groups with an antiinvolutory automorphism distinguished. This shows how weak are such systems. The axioms proposed by Ssmi«-lew in [4] which link © , 0 with II guarantee in faot that oentral symmetries are dilatations and dilatations are automorphisms of 0 (a special form of it is the formula B8 whioh we have added). It's somehow fascinating that the resulting theory is a desarguesian Suclidean geometry. In terms of linear algebra this means that in a vector spaa« over a field (possibly skew-field) Euclidean structure in induced by an antiinvolutive automorphism of vector-group whioh eommute with homotheties. It's also seen that analogous triok can be applied to Minkowski geometry, then O(opq) means op, oq are orthogonal and anti-congruent. In this case one should consider simply involutive automorphisms of groups of vectors.
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